Abstract. In order to further improve the electricity information acquisition system performance, we put forward a kind of Routing Arithmetic Based on Hybrid Algorithm of Ant Colony Algorithm with Genetic and Simulated Annealing. The algorithm takes the hops, latency and packet loss rate factors into the path overhead cost as the optimal target, and the communication distance between the two nodes and the quality of the communication signal as the constraint conditions to solving the value of the minimum cost routing Generation under these conditions. The algorithm also improved the ant transfer rules and ant colony algorithm pheromone update rule. At the same time, in order to avoid the premature phenomenon of ant colony algorithm, we using genetic algorithm for population initialization, and combined with simulated annealing algorithm to solve the problem of genetic algorithm. The MATLAB simulation show that this algorithm has the advantages of low cost, high reliability and fast convergence to the optimal target and can effectively solve the problem of routing stability, for improving the reliability of power line carrier communication has a great significance.
communication channel will change the network topology, the hybrid algorithm of this paper have the advantages of high reliability, strong self-healing and fast convergence for the optimal objective.
Logic Topology Structure of Distribution Network
The typical electricity information acquisition system structure is mainly divided into three levels: concentrator, collector and meters. Each concentrator is connected with the transformer low-voltage three-phase outlet, and most of the PLC system is composed by many collectors with distributed structure [4] controlled by one concentrator; in addition, the concentrator as the source routing node and the collector has the relay function, which they communicate with the power line carrier; collector and the meter communicate with the RS485, all of electrical information sent to the remote control center through the GPRS after concentrator summary all courts electricity information.
The logical topology structure of distribution network has closely relation to its application places [5] , the low voltage distribution network using three-phase power but each user most of the use of single-phase power supply, the three phases are tied and independent of each other in the logical topology, so it can be studied in the actual research, In the practical application, the logic topology structure of distribution network most use the tree topology structure as shown in Fig 1, among the node 2-50 on behalf of the collector. 15  16  17  18  19   20  21  27  28  29   41  42  43  44  45   48  49  50   22  23   24  25  26  30  31  33  34  35  35  36  37  38  39 
Hybrid Routing Algorithm
The Improvement of Ant Colony Algorithm. Because of the convergence rate of ant colony algorithm is greatly influenced by the initialization pheromone concentration. If the pheromone concentration is low, the ant colony algorithm is easy to premature and convergence to a local optimal solution; if the initial pheromone concentration is higher, the pheromone concentration on the search direction guidance performance lower. The ant colony algorithm to search can in a wide range but convergence speed is slow. The genetic algorithm has a faster search speed, but the search precision is limited and is easy to appear the problem of internal closed loop in the process of searching inside, the simulated annealing algorithm can effectively solve the problem of the internal loop of genetic algorithm, so that, the hybrid algorithm can overcome its own shortcomings and then apply to the routing network. Therefore, we can first to search the sub optimal solution based on the genetic algorithm and the simulated annealing algorithm, and based on this to initialized the pheromone concentration, and to speed up the convergence rate of the ant colony algorithm significantly. The Initial Population. The process of combined ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm with simulated annealing algorithm is the process of initial population, after setting up the path gather, we randomly select a path to crossover, mutation, simulated annealing, and constantly update the ant colony transfer rules and local or global pheromone, to prevent the ant colony from falling into local optimum. The specific steps for the initialization of the population are as follows:
First, in a given group P(k), set the initial temperature t 0 ; in group P(k), the probability of each chromosome is accepted by simulated annealing from the formula(1):
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Where t k =t 0 ，f i 、f j is the state value in the i and j moments of the group, after the process of continuous iteration selected the new group newP(k+1) according to the size of the probability; then calculate the fitness function in the new group. The formula is as shown in (2):
The higher fitness chromosome is selected to compose the final needs of the population, and then mating, mutation and selection, to initialize the population.
The Selection of Ant Colony Routing. The ant of k in the node of i selected the node of j as the next hop probability with the formula P ij k (t)in the PLC, the state transition rule [6] , as shown in the formula (3):
Where in the formula (3), q∈[0,1] is a random number, q 0 ∈[0,1] is a fixed value. Its value determines the probability that the next hop has passed the path or the path has not been passed. It can effectively expand the range of the algorithm and avoid the premature; τ ij (t) is the pheromone function value at the moment t, η ij (t) is the heuristic information function value at the moment t, the calculation as shown in the formula (4); α is the influence factor of pheromone concentration, which indicates the influence of pheromone concentration on the next hop selection probability, β is the heuristic information factor, we usually uses roulette strategy to get s, which is probability of P ij k (t)being selected of the individual k, P ij k (t)can be expressed as a percentage [7] of the sector in the disk area occupied just as the in the formula (5):
Where in the formula(4), sig ij is the signal quality in communication between node i and j, which can be get by extracting signal quality flag byte, and it is range of 0-15, the greater the number of signal quality, the better the quality of the channel and the better the communication reliability is, such as the number of 0 indicates the communication failure, 1 indicates that the communication is successful but the signal quality is the weakest, the 15 indicates that the communication is successful and the signal quality is the best, in order to ensure the reliability of communication, when the signal quality of two node communication is not less than 8, it is considered as an effective and reliable communication; in contrast, signal quality is less than 8 and cannot be communication. dis ij is the distance between two points, A and B represent the weight factor, according to the actual installation location of the site. In the ant colony algorithm considering the actual situation of signal quality and distance can effectively avoid long-distance transmission signal attenuation effect on reliable communication, introducing the signal quality can comprehensive two nodes optimal path for transmission, so as to achieve the best channel condition and the high communication quality requirements. A k is represent the gather of node i and the neighbor node j as shown in the formula (5) .
The Selection of Objective Function. The algorithm using a combination of hops, delay and packet loss rate as the objective function of path cost, taking the communication distance and extraction signal quality of the node after the successful communication as the constraint conditions and solving the optimal path allocation. The optimal target as shown in the formula (6):
Where in the formula(6), L represents the path overhead, the function value is the weighted average of the number of hops, delay, and packet loss. The number of any path P=(P 1 ，P 2 ，P 3 ···P N )
of the starting node to the target node hops as shown in the formula (7); cos(p) is the weighted sum of time delay and packet loss rate as shown in the formula (8). In the objective function, the λ 1 and the λ 2 are the weight coefficients, and meet the requirement of λ 1 +λ 2 =1. 
Where in the formula(9), ∑delay(N i ,N j ) is the tansmission delay between node i and j; ∑delay(N n ) indicates processing delay for a node to respond to another node n. Where in the formula (10): Packetloss(N i ,N j ) is the packet loss between node i and j.
The Pheromone Concentration Updating. In this paper, the pheromone update method of ant colony algorithm is improved, and the optimal and worst path is introduced. We selecting the optimal path and avoiding the worst path. The pheromone update method as shown in the formula (11):
(11) Where in the formula(11), ρ∈ [0, 1] ，ρ(τ(r,s) ) is the factor of local pheromone evaporation.Δc is the pheromone concentration increment, and the updating only when the path is the best or worst path, the other condition is 0, it is as shown in the formula (11): Respectively, when the (r,s) is a local or global optimal path： Where in the formula(12), Q is the sum of pheromone concentrations on the path. After the ants choose the next hop for local pheromone update, you can make more ants constantly release pheromone, and update the path information in a timely manner, to avoid algorithm falling into local optimum. We introduced the optimal and worst path in the local and global pheromone update, and the objective function is introduced into the optimal path. This process is iterated, so that the ants can find the optimal path.
The Algorithm Simulation and Verification
In this paper, the feasibility of the algorithm is verified by MATLAB simulation. The topology structure of the analog electric network is 50 points in the range of 100*100 MATLAB. And the number is in turn, in which the node 1 is the carrier primary node or the concentrator, 2-50 is the carrier from the collector node or meter, and then construct the adjacency matrix, finally draw the simulated network topology. At last, the initialization parameters of the synthesis algorithm are shown in table 1. The initial value of each algorithm can be obtained according to the parameters of table 1, and the simulation results are shown in Fig 2. When only used the distance as the ant colony algorithm's heuristic factor, the packet loss rate is shown as a curve f 1 , on the contrary, considering the distance and signal quality of ant colony algorithm, the packet loss rate as shown in curve f 2 , compared with f 1 and f 2 , the contrast curve shows that the channel parameters can be adjusted after the signal quality is increased, and the data packet reception rate is obviously improved. In this paper, based on the hybrid routing algorithm, we use the distance and signal quality as the heuristic factor to improve the ant colony algorithm's transfer rule. By introducing the best and worst path improved ant colony algorithm's information pheromone updating rule and the combination of genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm of ant colony are used to initialize the population; then we use crossover, mutation and simulated annealing, and other operations, now we can see the network packet loss rate is the lowest, as shown in the curve f 3 . Fig. 2 The network throughput The network transmission delay as shown in Fig 3, under in consideration of signal quality and global, local mixing conditions optimal routing paths the channel quality has improved significantly, and reduced the cumulative amount of delay. The combination of genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm can effectively improve the adaptability of ant colony algorithm, and can select the population with the highest degree of fitness, which can improve the reliability and reduce the ant's stagnation phenomenon in the process of searching path, as shown in curve f 1 . However, in the single target routing algorithm, the algorithm has not considered the packet loss rate, channel condition and so on, and not combined with genetic algorithm or simulated annealing algorithm, in this case, we get the curve as shown in curve f 2 ; to compared with these curves, this paper shows that the hybrid routing algorithm reduces the time transmission delay significantly.
The convergence of the algorithm is as shown in Fig 4. In this paper, the convergence curve of the improved multi-objective hybrid routing algorithm is as shown in curve f 1 . The single target routing algorithm based on ant colony algorithm only takes into account the convergence curve of the hop count, as shown in f 2 . From the Fig 4, we can see that the improved multi-objective hybrid routing algorithm can quickly find the optimal path and save the network overhead, and which can effectively improve the communication reliability and speed of the network routing node.
Summary
In this paper, in order to improve the reliability of routing and communication of electricity information acquisition system, the multiple objective functions set the minimum number of hops, time delay and packet loss rate as the path overhead, added the constraints of distance and signal quality. By using the signal quality to improve the transfer rule of ant colony algorithm, then, the introduction of the best and worst path to improve and update principle to improve its reliability. The Fig. 4 The convergence curve Heuristic genetic algorithm's crossover and mutation improved the ant colony algorithm's prematurity and premature local optimum shortcomings, then, combined with the simulated annealing algorithm to solve the problem of the genetic algorithm's inside the closed loop, and to speed up the late evolutionary search capability. The MATLAB simulation results show that this algorithm has the advantages of fast convergence, strong reliability, low cost and so on. It can meet the requirement of automatic routing. 
